Your Safety Is Not
A Commodity
2021 BEST NEW ERGODYNE WORK GEAR
Always Innovating, Never Stagnating
Since 1983, Ergodyne has pioneered the development of products that Make The Workplace A Betterplace ™

GLOWEAR® HI-VIS TOOL TETHERING SAFETY VEST KIT
The Vest provides versatile tethering and storage options for working at heights. Intended for tethering
tools under 2lbs, this safety vest is dual certified for both ANSI/ISEA 121 and ANSI/ISEA 107 compliance.
Unlike other hi-vis vests worn underneath fall protection harnesses, this surveyor’s vest is designed to be
worn over the top of the system for maximum visibility and accessibility to tool tethers at heights. Kit
includes the 8231TV Safety Vest, plus three tool lanyards for tethering tools to the vest.

ProFlex PR Cut-Resistant Protective Arm Sleeve — ANSI A4 Level
Moisture-Wicking
Hi-Vis Cut-Resistant Protective Arm Sleeve offers level 4 cut protection with a breathable, moisture-wicking
material. This A4 cut-resistant Sleeve is an innovative, first-of-its-kind sleeve that provides protection from cuts
and slashes while incorporating moisture-wicking fibers to keep workers cool.

Skullerz Class E Safety Helmet + LED Light
Class E Safety Helmet with 6-Point Suspension. This helmet provides heavy-duty yet lightweight and comfortable head
protection designed to shield the front, back, top and sides of the head from falls, dropped objects or bumping into
stationary objects. The compact helmet design increases all-over impact protection and improves visibility, and a chin
strap ensures the helmet remains secure to the wearer’s head upon impact or sudden movement.

PROFLEX COMFORT HINGED HARD CAP GEL KNEE PADS W/ HOOK &
LOOP
Hard Cap Gel Knee pads take our best-selling 335 gel knee pads and adds Comfort Hinge™ technology. The Comfort
Hinge™ sets the bar for comfort in knee pads for work. The top strap sits higher on the leg and away from the back
of the knee, which helps keep you from walking out of the front of the knee pad, while adding another layer of
protection against impacts to the thigh.

N-Ferno Winter Hand Warmer
Is worn around the waist to provide instant warming relief when working in the elements, particularly
extreme temperature conditions where fine hand dexterity work prevents use of warm gloves.

Contact your SSI Representative for all your Ergodyne needs!
800-229-7252 or 865-483-9332
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